This is a confirmation of the scheduling of the following University oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

**Candidate:**  
James Eugene Enstrom

**Major:**  
Physics

**Minor:**  
None

**Time of day:**  
2:15 p.m.

**Day and date:**  
Monday, July 27, 1970

**Place:**  
Ph 107.

**Adviser:**  
Professor Schwartz

HARRIET S. EMERSON  
Graduate Study Office

Copies to:

\[\checkmark\] Candidate  
Adviser  
Major Department Office  
Minor Department Office (if minor declared)

If this oral is to be a defense of dissertation, or based on dissertation research, an abstract or resume of research should be submitted to the Graduate Study Office by the candidate at least one week before the oral, to be added to the folder prepared for the oral chairman.